
Deep Knowledge Analytics
Overview



DeepTech focused agency producing advanced analytics on DeepTech and frontier-technology industries using 
sophisticated multi-dimensional frameworks and algorithmic methods that combine hundreds of 

specially-designed and specifically-weighted metrics and parameters to deliver insightful market intelligence, 
pragmatic forecasting and tangible industry benchmarking.

Deep Knowledge Analytics
DeepTech Focused Analytical Subsidiary

Joint Projects & Strategic Partners

Website: www.dka.global

https://www.innovationeye.com/
https://www.dkv.global/covid-assessments/
https://govtech.global/
https://deep-pharma.tech/
http://www.dka.global


Deep Pharma Intelligence

SpaceTech Analytics

Innovation Eye

GovTech Analytics

COVID-19 Analytics

Deep Pharma Intelligence is a leading 
strategic and investment intelligence 
agency focused on the emerging markets 
in the Pharmaceutical, BioTech, and 
Healthcare Tech industries. 

SpaceTech Analytics is an agency focused 
on markets in the Space Exploration, 
Spaceflight, Space Medicine, and Satellite 
Tech industries. The range of activities 
includes research on major areas of high 
potential SpaceTech industry.

The GovTech Division focuses on 
producing sophisticated analytics that 
reveal major factors driving the ongoing 
transformation of the global GovTech 
industry, barriers to this process, and ways 
to overcome them.

COVID-19 analytics is designed to analyze  
the economic, social and health stability 
achieved by countries and regions, as well 
as the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats or risks that they 
present in the battle against COVID-19.

 Innovation Eye provides sophisticated 
market analytics, industry intelligence, 
comparative industry classification 
frameworks and case studies, developing 
advanced tools for analysis and 
visualization.

Deep Knowledge Analytics 
Divisions and JVs

Joint Ventures

Analytical Divisions

Analytical Department

Analytical Department is responsible for 
Big Data analytical frameworks and 
visualizations, as well as the analysis of 
the state of different  industries and 
preparing comprehensive case studies.
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https://www.deep-pharma.tech/
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DKA Digital Platform Concept
Digital platform provides an opportunity to monitor digital industry growth in dynamics. In addition, the platform presents geographical 
data analytics visualizations, advanced 3D mindmaps and charts. Overall, it maintains a unique method in market research and 
forecasting, as well as trend visualization.
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“If we were to follow the logic of these Short Sellers Reports to their fullest 
extent, it could be concluded that all innovative, DeepTech-driven companies 
working on something fundamentally new and disruptive may be easily 
accused in fraud”, adds Co-founder at Deep Knowledge Analytics Mr. Dmitry 
Kaminskiy””

“Deep Knowledge Analytics conducted and released today (December 2nd 
2020) an independent analysis regarding Citron Research and Muddy Waters 
short-sell campaign against Israeli Nasdaq traded company “Nanox””

Deep Knowledge Analytics picked the 'Top 100 AI Leaders in Drug Discovery 
and Advanced Healthcare’ out of an initial pool of 500 outstanding candidates. 

“Britain has all the required resources, as well as industrial and governmental 
will, to become a global hub for the technology by 2022, according to analysis 
by the Big Innovation Centre and Deep Knowledge Analytics.”

“Despite the recent hype, there is a lack of AI specialists and ‘promising’ drug 
discovery AI-startups, according to Deep Knowledge Analytics.”

READ THE ARTICLE

READ THE ARTICLE

READ THE ARTICLE

READ THE ARTICLE

READ THE ARTICLE

“By 2022, the UK will be a global hub for blockchain technologies and the 
crypto economy. That is the claim of a new report from the Big Innovation 
Centre and Deep Knowledge Analytics, released last month.”

READ THE ARTICLE

Media About our Activities

“A report published on Wednesday by the All Party Parliamentary Group for AI 
claimed that the UK has all of the basic elements necessary to compete 
effectively in a global race to develop AI technology. The Big Innovation 
Centre and Deep Knowledge Analytics collected and produced the report.“

READ THE ARTICLE READ THE ARTICLE

Deep Knowledge Analytics Founder Dmitry Kaminskiy’s has released new 
book “Longevity Politics: Longevity Technocracy, Modern Approaches to Policy, 
Governance & National Industrial Strategies, and Longevity as the New Political 
Priority of the 21st Century”.
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